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Article 28

Brian Lennon

Text

on

the Weather
lets go to the other meeeeteeeeoooorooooloooogies
?Tristan
Tzara

"in my dreams,

I am aWeather-Man

on TV.

I originate
of Life. When

in this medium,
the caU comes

it

to
feels right, it pits me against the Vicissitudes
soon
rouse the City-dweUers
not
too
to
from their slumbers it is
dream of
me.
success.
is
That
fills
When
the
hot
filaments
of
its
what
love,
you perform
a Task you are aUve.
"I say 'originate' in order to counter your objection that nothing can origi
nate, that all is flux and loop and cycle, that there is no alpha and omega, that
there is no Une along which you drag your life saying 'Now I'm getting
somewhere, now I'm getting there.' I say 'medium' in order to counter your
that I am faking it, that I am giving you
that I am a Pretender,
nothing, that I am being Hysterical. The threshold of my house is not Hyste
to control. I am all corners, you cannot
ria. There is nothing in theWeather
objection

get

to me.

"To know

the weather

is to know

that you are helpless,

not

to lose hope
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with

Interview

the

Successful

Weather-man

us how

Tell
I was

etc etc etc
you became
I had
aU jammed up. Unmotivated.

mostly
sundown

a

office job where
complacent
on
a
went
One day the boss
rampage and by
So I quit and took aU the paper
the only one left employed.

I did the crosswords.
I was

cUps with me.

What

then
happened
Iwas jobless. There is nothing

a hustle.

better, until you begin to starve. I had to find
told me she had supported herself for a year by

An

acquaintance
in Boston bars. Beating
playing
thirty, fifty bucks.
darts

Oh

drunken macho

could you elaborate
interesting
It sounded good to me. I dislike drunken macho
to Boston,

take up darts.

then

(The Successful Weather-Man
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out of twenty,

how

I'Umove

And

men

sprints from

the room)

men.

I Uke bars. I thought:

Terminology

1. hysteria: The more or less total loss of emotional control. [The term is
from the smug sequences of male-dominant
thinking. Greek males, priding
themselves on their emotional
steadiness, ascribed loss of emotional control
to the behavior

of women.

Concluding
specific to women,

tioning of some organ
source in hustera, the womb,

whence

that it stemmed from

the malfunc

they imagined they had located the
husterikos, of the (malfunctioning) womb.]

2. gestalt modification:
The alteration of an unusual word form into one
more or less approximating
it but more familiar. See galleywest, hangnail, sea
cook.

3. beUot: Winds
the Gulf of Boothia

blowing
through the narrow Strait of Bellot, connecting
and FrankUn Strait in the Canadian high arctic.
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Possible

Axioms;

or

Probable

1. Weather

is unpredictable

2.

Hurricane

Hunters

3.

BUzzards

are the most

4. Weather?Just
5.

You Can't Beat

6.

True

7.

One

Slogans

and cannot be forecast.

fly into the eye of the storm.
dramatic

and perilous

of winter

storms.

Like Life.

It, Just Take

It.

or false: you are safe from

a tornado

in your basement.

of the surprise products of a hot summer afternoon thunderstorm
the almost magical transformation of the landscape from verdant green
icy white with the onset of a hailstorm.
one

to see and interpret

is
to

a wide

8.

taken from space enable
Photographs
of
range
meteorological
phenomena.

9.

In less enUghtened times primitive peoples
assigned animistic r?les to
weather phenomenae
such as the water spout, dust devil (haboob), et al.

10. We
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are

Uving

in more

enUghtened

times.

or

Possible

Probable

Narratives

boy or girl, or boy meets

1.

Girl meets

2.

Boy

3.

Girl or boy fails to make

or

girl, plus

small dog,

girl or boy; weather

are separated from home

it in pubUshing,

resolves

ensues.

by giant

tornado.

to have a go at meteo

rology.
4.

Boy or girl appears as forecaster

on the local news.

Friends cheer; family

sob.

5.

or Weather
Girl or boy becomes nationally famous Weather-Woman
or
Man. However,
on the
her
his Weather-Map
persistently malfunctions
11 o'clock wrap-up, making her or him an object of persistent ridicule.
sob more

Family
6.

Boy
view,

or

heartily.

converts to a wholly
girl, nursing heartache,
never
to permit anything from occurring
resolving

positivistic
unforeseen,

world
"ever

again."
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Meditative

1.

As

Openings

5.

I have been

cloudiness,

etc.

moisture,

pressure,

than ten years ago, I drove

More

It is ten years ago. I drive
Toward

7.

Love

8.

O,

theWeather!

fascinated

etc.

by the weather,

etc.

etc.

with

respect

to wind,

Etc.

through bad weather,

through bad weather,

the end of a speU of especiaUy
is Uke weather?,

the Weather

task, a trial, a_,

1. state of the atmosphere

6.
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is just that?a

on

erw.

weath
ture,

4.

a Text

long as I can remember

2. Weather

3.

for

etc.

etc.

inclement weather,

etc.

tempera

Notes

an Essay

Toward

stratus undulatis:

ing more

on

the Weather

as though what went

softly piUng over

the land were

noth

than fluffy clouds

as in a photograph

stratus translucidus:

you once made

in a vaUey north of

Rome

stratus opacus nebulosus:
never

once unclench

your

stratus opacus uniformus:

as over Manhattan,

on one of those
days when

you

teeth

as when

silence fiUs your apartment

overnight
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Notes

Notes

on

the Weather

toward Intentions

To

ensure

hend

that readers of the Essay do not attempt

fruitlessly

theWeather.

To

encourage

To

arrange

Notes
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an Essay

Toward

them to acquire
the Essay

their own

so thatWeather

speaks for itself.

toward Procedures

the proper

To

choose

To

arrange for geographically

To

clearly articulate

Instruments.

cloud formations.

lucid winds.

the threat of disaster.

to compre

Notes

Toward

on

an Essay

the Weather

The two principal approaches to theWeather:

1. At

all costs

to endure

the Weather,

even when

takes over,

At all costs to court the Calm

and runs, and ruins, and wrecks,

and wracks.

the Eye of the Storm.

to fly Uke a Hurricane

If possible

the Weather

Hunter

in

into the Eye of

the Storm.

or other winds,

2. To follow

the Bellot,

the Collada,

the CoromeU,

Zephyr,

where

they may

the Easter,

viz.,

the Chinook,

the Palouser,

the Chocolatero,

the Sonora,

theWashoe

take you.
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Explication

The more or less total loss of emotional control. As

in:

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!

In my dreams I am aWeather-Man

longs

simultaneously

for the social uti?ty

I'll move toBoston,

take up darts . . .Clearly

to make it inpublishing

fact attempted

to "make

predictions

and the

the Successful Weather-Man

never

. . .This

assumes

that Girl or Boy had in

it" in pubUshing.

than ten years ago:Refers

Weather-Man.
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of Ufe-saving

rationaUst,

it to Boston.

Girl or boyfails

More

subject, a demented

selfish glory of their success.

whoUy

made

on TV. The

to a specific

time in the Ufe of the Successful

Encounter

Between

the

Successful

Weather-man

and

a

Haboob

successful

(haboob

weather-man:

Out,

out!

slinks away)
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Notes

Toward

an Essay

on

the Weather

clear that there is nothing one can "do about" the Weather.
The
not
to be "improved." The Weather
is given. The Weather
is
Weather
may
But it cannot be influenced.
thisWeather!
be critiqued, as in: God-damn
To make

At the same time

to make

the weather.

may critique
under it, like cats.
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clear that it is "the meaning
this, what would

Without

of our Uves" that we
we

do? Simply

Uve

with

Interview

What

The

Do

Successful

are the so to speak

larger

Weather-man

issues etc. we're

you believe

that you

can read the future

sky overhead

is nature's

canvas

ever feel

that your

task is hopeless

you

dealing

with

here

aurora parheUa halo of 22'

Moonbow

Do

the

The medical

term for snow blindness

in the sky

is niphablepsia

Note:
Some material

taken,

in modified

form,
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